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0. Introduction
In the present paper we shall study a class of degenerate elliptic systems of
pseudo-differential equations, and apply the results obtained there to noncoercive boundary value problems of fourth order.
One of typical examples of non-coercive problems is the oblique derivative
problem: Let Ω be a bounded open set in Rn with a smooth boundary Γ and
consider the problem
(0.1)

(A(x,Dx)u=f
in Ω,
du
— = g on Γ ,
(
ov

where A(xy Dx) is an elliptic differential operator of second order on Π and v is
a non-vanishing real vector field tangent to Γ on its submanifold Γ0. The behavior of v near Γ0 has a crucial effect on this problem (for details, see [5],
[14], etc.). We shall consider in §4 a similar problem for an elliptic operator
L(xy Dx) of fourth order on Π:

L(X,Dx)u=f
(0.2)

in Ω ,

•^- =gl on Γ ,
ovjOn

where v19 v2 are vector fields of the same type as in (0.1). We study this problem
by a usual method. Namely, let £P be the Poisson operator of the Dirichlet
problem
L(x9 Dx)u = /• in Ω ,

Dnu - h, on Γ ,

u = h2 on Γ ,
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where Dn denotes the normal derivative —i— on Γ. Then the mapping T: h=^
dn
'(A!, h2) \—>'(——<Ph Γ, — 3?h I Γ ) is a pseudo-differential operator on Γ, whose
xovβn
dv2
i
principal symbol is the Lopatinski matrix (, which is described in Chapter VI
of [10]); the problem (0.2) can be reduced to investigation of the system of
equations Th=g. The problem of such a system is not characterized even in the
subelliptic case (, which means that the estimate of the type (0.3) below holds),
while scalar subelliptic operators are done completely by Egorov [3], [4].
We shall give in §2 a sufficient condition for the subellipticity. Let ^4(#, Z)J
be an m X m-matrix of pseudo-differential operators on an open ball U( C Rn) and
>4(#, ξ) be homogeneous of order one in ξ( \ ξ \ ^ 1). On some assumptions (cf.
we derive the subelliptic estimate
(0.3)

\\u\\s+SθιU'^C(\\Au\\SίU'-+ NLy),

weEC7([/') (£0>0),

where U' is an open ball (U' C Ϊ7), 11 | \5^ is the norm of the Sobolev space Hs(U'}
and C~(U') is the set of C°°-functions in U' with compact support. In §3 we
consider the system of equations Au—f on a compact manifold such that its
symbol represented by local coordinates satisfies locally the same assumptions as
in §2. Constructing the almost right inverse (i.e. right regularizer) in the same
way as in [1], [6], [16], etc., we show that the equation Au~f is of Fredholm
type (i.e., the kernel and cokernel are finite-dimensional in the Sobolev space).
Finally, in §4 we study the solvability of (0.2) by using the reduction stated
earlier. If the vector fields vl9 v2 satisfy several assumptions (cf. (4.2)~(4.5)),
(0.2) is of Fredholm type and the estimate

du \
5+3/2, Γ

ί+5/2,Γ

is obtained for
£skin in [6] investigated the degenerate elliptic system Au=f when det A
is of principal type. We note that in our class det A may have multi-characteristics.
The main results of this paper are stated in our previous note [15] without
proofs.

1. Notations and properties of pseudo-differential operators
n

We denote by *%(WO (WdR , mtΞR, O^δ^p^l, 8<1) the set of functions^)^, f)EEC°°(FFχ Rn) satisfying for all multi-indices α, β
(x, ξ)\ ^
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where Z ) S = ~ f . , 8 f =
\

OΛ/
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and <£>=(!£ |2-)-l)1/2.

\9f/

For />(*,

we define a pseudo-differential operator p(x, Dx) by
p(x, Dx)u(x) =
where dξ=(2π)~ndξ, S is the space of rapidly decreasing fuctions and ύ(ξ) is the
Fourier transform \e~txξu(x)dx.

We denote by S^(W) the set of these operators

p(xy Dx)y and call p(x, ξ] the symbol of p(x, Dx).
estimate

holds for any p(x, ξ)^S^(=S^(RΛ))9
\p\(ιm)=

It is well known that the

where

max inf

and the constants C, / do not depend on p(x, ξ). This is proved in CalderόnVaillancourt [2], Kumano-go [9], etc. For p(xy ξ)<^S™8 and q(x,
we set
σ(poq) (χy ξ) = \im\\ e~tyriX(6rj,

By}p(x,

where χfa, y)<=S(R2n) and %(0, 0)—1. Then we have σ(poq) (x, ξ)^S^m/ and
σ(poq) (x, Dx)u = p(x, Dx)°q(x, Dx)u(= p(x, Dx)(q(x, Dx)u)).
Furthermore the asymptotic expansion formula

is obtained for any integer Λ Γ (>0). These are explained in Kumano-go [8], [10].
As is considered in [12], we have
2

1

Proposition 1.1. Let ρ(x, ξ) <Ξ SJ% and q(x, ξ) e 5?, 0. // Q^ρ(x, ξ) e 5SΓ
/or flnyj, ^^ it follows that
σ(poq) (x, ξ)-p(x, ξ)q(x, ξ^SW*-1 .

We can prove this proposition in the same way as in Chapter II of [10]. Replacing (ξy in the above discussion with another basic weight function X(£) (i.e.,
l
X(£)eC°% l^λ(£)^Λ<D and \d^\(ξ)\^AΛ\(ξ) -^)9
we obtain the same
results (cf. Chapter VII of [10]). We denote by 5*p.β the set of symbols defined
In this paper we use pseudo-differential operators on a C°° compact manifold
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M defined in Seeley [13]. Let Q be a mapping: C~(M)-»C°°(M). Then for
local coordinates (Φj, t/j), (Φ2, U2) (Φz is defined on an open set Uτ) we have in
00
a natural way a mapping £>Φ2Φ1: CΓ(ί7φ1)->C (f/φ2) (C/ΦI=<£,•(£/,•)), We say that
TO
a mapping P: C (M)->C°°(M) is a pseudo-differential operator on M of order m
when there is a set of local coordinates {(Φ,, ^Ί )}ί=ι,...,jv covering M such that
(i) for any £>eCir( [/,-), ψ&C%(U.) (z'φ)) satisfying supp (9?) (Ί supp ( ψ*)=Φ
(<pPΛ/r)φ.φj belongs to Sr,^, (ϋ) for any 95, ψeC?(t/ f ) (<£>PιHΦlΦ| belongs to
Sf.o and (iii) the symbol p(xy ξ) of (^PΛ|Γ)Φ.Φ. has a homogeneous asymptotic
expansion, that is, there exist symbols pm-j(x, ξ) (j=0, 1, •• )eSϊV homogeneous of order m—j in ξ( \ ξ \ ^> 1) such that for any integer N(^0)

We callp(x, ξ) the local symbol of P on V when φ(χ)—*^r(x)~\ on V. Using
the principal part pm(x, ξ) of the local symbol, we can define a function Pm on
the cotangent space Γ*(M)— {0}, which is called the pricipal symbol (part) of
P.

Let A—

•••

be a matix of pseudo-differential operators on M such

that the order of a{j is —s, + ί; (siy t j ξ Ξ R and ί, j=l, ••*, m). We say that ^4 is
elliptic if its principal symbol is non-singular. In other words, the principal
part aQ(x, ξ) of the local symbol on V always satisfies det aQ(x9 f)φO for #eΦ, (F)
and I f I £> 1.
2.

The system of first order operators

We set for £, p>0

^?,p = ix = (^ j)e-βw; — ^<*<£, |>Ί <p}
Let ^4(jc; f)=

ΓΛ Π (Λ?, ?) •••«!„,(*, £)1
•••
be

a matrix of symbols

belonging

to

ASι,0(C/8lβl) and homogeneous of order one in ξ, that is,
/

• = μaΐj(X^

ί-\

g),

^~^ Λ

I «- I -—

1

μ^i, | ξ | ^ l .

We assume that when £ΦO A(t, y\ r, 97) is elliptic (i.e., det A(t, y\ r, 77)Φθ for
|τ, 771 —(τ2-f- |^| 2 ) 1/2 ^1) and that when t~Q the ellipticity is degenerate in the
following way: For (t, y)^U^t?i and | T, 771 ^ 1
[A-I] det -4(f, jy; T, ^φOwhen ίφO or ί—0 & rφO;
[A-II] A(Q,y, 0, ^)=[0] (zero-matrix), 171 ^ 1
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there exist positive integers kly •••, kt independent of (t, y\ ι/)e £7gf8ι X S (£> 0 is
small enough and S= {η'ι \η'\ = 1}) such that the following decomposition of
the matrix
d

l

,y\ i?') = - ( t > y \ 0, ϊΓ A(t,y , 0, V), (t,y\ i/)€=i7 e
is possible:
[A-IV] t~kιA(t, y\ η') is smooth on t=0 and has eigen-values \\(t, y\ 17'), •••,
Xinί*, y *?') whose imaginary parts do not vanish on Utt9l X S. Other eigen-values
vanish as ί->0. Define a projection P1 by

^ ΌΓΛ,
where Γj is a Jordan curve surrounding X}, •••, X^ and having other eigenvalues outside. Next for the matrix t~kι~k*A(I—Pl) the same statements hold.
We can continue these decompositions one after another, and finally we have
/
2 rank P1! = m ,
where P1 is the projection for the eigen-values X}, •••, Xj M j (mi=rank P') of
k
t~kλ
iA(I—Pl)" (I~Pi~1} with non-vanishing imaginary parts.
On the above assumptions we obtain
Theorem 2.1. If Im Xι(0, y\ ?/), •••, Im Xi/r.(0, y\ η') are all positive for
every i such that kγ-\
\-k, is odd, then we have the subellίptic estimate

(2.1)

il«IU«,

/O 1 \

II

£0=

I I

1
ΛjH

It is obvious that the estimate (2.1) for any s^R is derived from the one
for s=Q. In order to prove this theorem we state several lemmas.
We write

$

ιaΔ
0 ^(
QT X
QT

θr,

and set

which belongs to SofQ(USitSi).
Lemma 2.1. If β>0 is sufficiently small, we have
( i ) for all multi-indices α, β ( \ a \ ^ 1)
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t

y, ξ)\ ^

\ (t,

I det A«\t, y ξ) | ^ δ(> 0), (ί, y) e tf.ftι, | ξ \ ^ R,

(ii)

where R is a sufficiently large constant. (For a matrix A(x)=(atj(x})
max I a{j(x) \ ).
Proof,

(i)

\ A(x) \ denotes

From the definition of A(l\ it follows that
t,y; ξ)\ ^

- ^ 81? then

Hence, if -τ - ^ 8^ > 0) we have the estimate ( i ). Let
< , ^?>
^ C ( I T I ^ 1) when Sl is small. Therefore, we get

; 0,

, y; ξ)\ =
2
<
— C2

-<
— C44\<τ,>

So we obtain the inequality (i) for any (T,
(ii) By Taylor's expansion
(*; T, T?) = ^(D(Λ; 0,

o oτ

and the estimate (i) we have
\r,\ ^1) ,

M
or

where C5 does not depend on T, 77. Hence, from [A-III] the estimate (ii) holds
when J—Lfgp and \t\ <8 (6, p are small enough).

1^1

When ^—^py writing

1^7

^^y. r, η) = J_{^(ί, y T, i7)-Λ(f, y 0, r;)}

- ±A(t,y, ±1, ^-^y O,^)— , ( | τ | ^ l )

V

|τ|/

(where ± means the sign of T), we have

I det A^(t, y; r, η)\ ^ |det A(t, y; ± 1, -1

T
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where C6 is independent of T, η.
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From [A-II] it follows that

Therefore, by [A-I] we obtain the estimate (ii) if 8 is sufficiently small for p.
The proof is complete.
Now we set

where (ί, j;) e E/βf BI, 0(?) ( e C°°(/?M)) is equal to 0 for | f | ^ Λ and to 1 for | ξ \ ^
jR+1 (.R is the constant in (ii) of Lemma 2.1). In view of Lemma 2.1 and
Proposition 1.1 it is seen that5(1)(#;f) satisfies the same inequality as in (i) of
Lemma 2.1 and that B(l\x\Dx] is a local inverse of A^(x\ Dx) modulo SiΓ/oίf/^),
namely, for all φ(x), t/r(#)eC~(i/gigi) such that ψ>(x)= 1 on a neighborhood of
supρ(<τ>), we have
x; Dx) = φ

Dx) = φ

mod Sj .i ,
mod Ss i

This implies
(2.2)

φA(x\ Dx) = φAV>(x; Dx)*+[Dt+B™(t,y\ Dt9 Dy)A(t,y; 0, D,)] mod S8.0.

Therefore, noting that -4(^; D,,) is elliptic when £ΦO, we have only to examine
the operator

Dt+BV>(t,y9Dt9D,)A(t9y;Q,D,)
near t=Q. Furthermore, this is approximated by Dt+L(t, y 9 Dy),
L(t, y\ "n)^S\^(U^^ has the form

where

More precisely, we have
Lemma 2.2.

Let φ(t, y) e C?( C/8fβl).

99(ί, y^1^, j; T, τ?)^(ί, j; 0, η)-φ(ty y)L(t,y, η)
= ^(Λ Jθ£?(*> j; τ> ^)τ+Λ(ί, y; T, 77) ,
wfer^ ^(Λ;; ξ), R(x; ξ)^S$,o and Q(x\ ξ) does not depend on φ.
Proof.

By Taylor's expansion of B(l}(x\ r, η) in r and B(l\x\ 0, 77)—

~(*, j; 0, ^Γ1 ( h i ^Λ+l), we have
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(t, y)BW(t,y; r, η)A(t, y 0, rj)-φ(t, y)L(t, y; i,)

φ

Jo σr

(t,y; θr, n)dθτA(t, j; 0, 17) mod S°0.0 .

[A-II] yields that

A(t, >>; 0, >?) = t^ (θt, yι 0,
Therefore we obtain the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let ||«(ί,
It suffices to prove the following lemma :
Lemma 2.3. Let the assumptions in Theorem 2 A be satisfied.
for sufficiently small 6( > 0)

Then we have

, y\ D,)) (φu)\\0+C2\\φu\\θ9
where £0— -?- , φ,ΛfrEi C%(
f 1 Uζ ε ), i/r(#)— 1 on a neighborhood of supp (φ)

ΛH—r*/+ι

and the constant Cλ is independent of φ, -ψ and 8.
In fact, combining Lemma 2.2 and this lemma, we obtain
y; Dt, D,)A(t, y; 0, Z),)) (φu)\\0

Here φ, \]r are the functions stated in Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. Since the
above constant C2 does not depend on £, if £>0 is small enough it follows (from
(2.2)) that

which proves Theorem 2.1.
Now let us derive Lemma 2.3. [A-IV] yields
Lemma 2.4. There exist a finite open covering {VΛ} on S(— {rf: |?/|—1})
and a set of functions Na(x; ^'JeC^t/^x FJ such that for any (ΛJ, ^'Jet/^g x V'Λ
(i) det N«(x\ 17')Φθ
(ii) JV β (jc; ^^ ^)
Λ j J" / γ . ^,/λ
^1V*» « ) . . . „ .

.

Π

,(*; 7') w αw m, X m,-matrix with the eigen-values \\(x\ ?/), •••, λm;(.τ; -η')
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stated in [A-IV].
Proof.

Let us recall that

(2.3)

P^y^', ^

.v v

2τr/JV

Here At^rkr"""iA(I-Pa)"'(I-Pt"1)
(P°=[0]) and Γ, is a Jordan curve
surrounding \{, ••-, λ^, and having other eigen-values outside.
Obviously
P\t,y\ η') is infinitely differentiable on UtttlxS. From the definition (2.3) it is
easily seen that for all 2,7—!, •••, /

Set

Then we have
rank Ql = rank P' = mt,

OiQj = [0]

Choose generalized eigen (row) vectors i/rj(i, y\ 77'), •••, ^.(ί, jy; 17') linearly
independent such that ^Q1—^}. These vectors can be taken smoothly on
ί7β>?ι x V (V is an open set in 5). Put

Then we see easily that N(t, y η') satisfies (i) and (ii) of the lemma. The proof
is complete.
Proposition 2.1. Let A'(η')eC~(S) (5= {η1: h'|=l}) be an m'xm'matrix whose eigen-values all have non-vanishing imaginary parts on S, and let k be
a constant positive integer. Set

where θ(η) (<Ξ C~)= I for \η\^l and θ(rj)=Q for 1171 ^ —

Then, we have

(i) If either 'k is even' or 'k is odd and every imaginary part of the eίgen-value
is positive', the following estimate holds:
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(ii) 7/*& w eϋ£w, £/zere ixάfr α continuous operator R' from L2(Rn) to H[k\Rn)
= {u<=L2] Dtu<=L2, tkφyyu<=L2} such that S'= (Dt+L')R'— I is continuous from
L\Rn] to H0t0ΰ(Rn)= {w<EΞL 2 ; φyyNu^L2for any
We can prove this proposition in the same way as in [14]. A sketch of the
proof is given in Appendix. In this section we do not need (ii) of the proposition,
which is used in the next section.
Proof of Lemma 2.3.

1

) be equal to 1 for \η\^l and to

Let #(97)

Then
0 for I η |^— . For any η we define NΛ(x; 17) by NΛ(x\ 2
_
V
IηI
N*(x\ ^) belongs to 5<η>ιl,0(ί7ε Sj). Let {φ'Λ(η')} be a partition of unity on S
subject to the covering {VΛ} stated in Lemma 2.4, and define <£>*(??)— <P»(-—r )
\|77|/

θ(η) for any 77. By (i) of Lemma 2.4 and the asymptotic expansion formula (1.1)
we have for p(t, y\ η)<=Sl<r)ytl,0 and 9>eCSΓ(t7 8f8l )
(2.4)

\\φp(t,y\ ^Ho^QΣ \\φNΛ(try; Dy) «(Dy)op(ty y, Dy)u\\0
Λ

+C2||tt||0 .
Similarly, from (ii) of Lemma 2.4 it follows that
(2.5)

φNa(x

Dy)φa(Dy}o^L(χ

Dy)=φD(x;

(x; Dy)φa(Dy)
mod S8.0(Λ;)

Here

',),!. 0(^.0 is °f the form

, hi^i

Z)(*; 17) =

We get easily
C3(||D|
for v(t,y)^Co(R"} whose support lies in 1 1 \ 5S1 (A is a positive integer). Combining this inequality and (2.4), we have
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where '(t;?, ••-, v°ί)=^rNΛ(x\ Dy)φΛ(Dy) (φu) ( ψ (Λ)=l in a neighborhood of
supp (9))). (2.4) and (2.5) yield that

0

+QΣ
Noting that ||ψ/)θΛ/rΛ^Λ(prt(^w)||0^C82 ll^1+"'+X^j->?llo> we have onlv to show

This is guaranteed by (i) of Proposition 2.1.

The proof is complete.

3. The system on a compact manifold
Let M be a compact C°° manifold and let A—

be a matrix of

pseudo-differential operators on M such that the order of atj is — st-\-tj (si9
We define for s^R, s'=(sl/J •••, sm') (st'^R)
m

= ιΠ
=l

llallί^ = (Σ
i =1

Then A is a continuous operator from H(*\M) to H(S8)(M).
In this section we consider the system of equations
(3.1)

Au=f

on the following assumptions. Let M (n— dim M^2) be separated into two
connected components by a C°° submanifold Λf 0 . We assume that A is elliptic
outside MO and degenerate on M0 in the following way: Let {#'=(#0, χι> *"»
#»-i)}»=i, - ,ΛΓ be a set of local coordinates such that each xi transforms an open
set F,. to C 7 β β = Λ ί , jcj, -,
and that U Vl covers M0.
ι=l

Furthermore, let M0 be expressed by the equation

#£— 0 and the transition from x* to xj in the domain where both xl and xj are
defined be given by the form
Xi = 4,

Λ?f = 9>i(Λ?{, ••-, Xn^)

(k = 1, •••, W— 1) .

We suppose that when A is represented near Vt by Λ:' — (ί, 3;^ •••, J ;ί _ι) (ί=l, •••,
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N) the principal part A0(t, y T, 77) of the local symbol on V{ always satisfies the
assumptions [A-I]^[A-IV] stated in §2, and that the constants k1% •••,£/ and
m19 •••, ml in [A-IV] are all independent of a choice of xl.
Our purpose is to show the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. (i) // Im \i(0, y\ *?')> ••-, Im λ«.(0, y\ η'} are all positive
for every ί such that k^-----\-kt is odd, then we have the estimate

(ii)

If every kt(i—ly •••, /) w ^t ew, ^4 w of Fredholm type as a mapping from
to H(s\M) (i.e., the kernel and cokernel of (3.1) are finite-dimensional}.

REMARK 3.1. Let A=Aμ have a parameter μ(>0) as a covariable and be
elliptic including μ outside M0. Furthermore, assume that the local symbol
4)(*> y\ τ> ^> μ) inclusive of yL6 satisfies the same hypotheses as in the theoremThen the equation AμU=f is uniquely solvable in the same spaces if μ is large
enough.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since A is elliptic outside M0, we have only to
investigate the equation Au=f locally near M0. Let A(t, y\ T, ^7) be the local
symbol of A (on Vt) in the local coordinates ΛJ f =(ί, y)=x. Set for s/=(slf, •••,

>5l/

o

0

<Dxy

Then Λβ/ is a topological isomorphism from H(?'\Rn}= ft Hs^sf(Rn) to //S(ΛM)
m

= Π ^S(ΛΛ). We examine
ΛT(*; Z>,) - A1+ o^(Λ; Z),)oA-'
instead of A(x\ Dx).

(1+8 - (l+*ι, -, l+O)

Its principal part A0'(x\ ξ) is of the form

which is homogenuous of order one in ξ ( \ ξ \ ^ > l ) . AQ'(x\ ξ) satisfies all the
assumptions for A(x\ ξ) stated in §2. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1 we obtain for
Ό*; Dt) (φu)\\.+ \\φu\\,),
which proves (i) of Theorem 3.1.

u(ΞHs+1(R») ,
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Now let us show (ii) of Theorem 3.1. From the estimate in (i) of the
theorem the kernel of (3.1) is finite-dimensional. We shall show that the cokernel
is also finite-dimensional by constructing the (right) regularizer /?, that is, R is
continuous from H(°\M) to H(sl^^(M) and S=AR~I is a compact operator in
H(s}(M). Obviously it suffices to do so for s= 0. Furthermore, as is easily seen,
we can make such an operator R by the local analysis of A in the same way as in
Agranovich [1], Visik-Grusin [17], etc. Therefore we have only to construct a
local regularizer of Dt+B^(t, y\ Dt, Dy)AJ(t,y\ 0, Dy\ where B$\x\ r, 77)—

(2.2)).

for large \r,η\ (cf. Lemma 2.1 and

y

Jo 3τ

We obtain the required local regularizer:

Lemma 3.1. Let φ(t, y), ψ{ί, y)&C%(Uft.) (£>0 is small enough) and
Ψ(t> y)— 1 in a neighborhood of supp (φ). Then, there exists an operator RQ continuous from L2(R") to Hlt,Q(Rn) (= {i/cΞL2; Dtu<=L2, <Dyy«u<=ΞL2}) such that
( i ) the estimate

(3.2)

II

holds for a constant C independent of φ, 8, and

(ii) Λ/r(A+ W, y\ Dt1 z>,HU y\ ^
where Kφ is a continuous operator from L2(Rn) to H,Q(Rn) and Q is a continuous
one from L2(Rn) to L2(Rn) with a norm <^8C' (Cf is independent of 8, φ, -ψ ).
Proof. We denote by RQ the operator R' in Proposition 2.1 for &=&f and
Ar(η')=Ai(Q\ 77'), and define the functions NΛ(t, y\ 77), φΛ(η), 'ψv fa)1* in the same
way as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Set

[>Λo

>

>

0

0

Then Proposition 2.1 yields the estimate for RQ' of the type (3.2).
using the asymptotic expansion formula (1.1), we have

Moreover,

where L\t, y\ η}J^L(t, y; 0, τ?)J l*A0'(t, y\ 0, 77)^(77), KJ is continuous from
L2(Rn) to HQ^(R*) and QQ' is a continuous operator on L2 with a norm ^
n
(Ci does not depend on 8). Let %#(τ, 77)eC°°(R ) be equal to 1 if |τ| ^
1)

^a C7?) is of the same type as φΛ(η} and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of supp
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\η\ & |τ, η ^1 and to 0 if | τ | ^N \η

or r, 77 ^ — .

/

When ΛΓ is large
1

T

enough, the symbol RJ'(t,y\ T, i7)=^ (i, y) (τ+L'(f, j>; ^))" %Jv( > ?) belongs to
^ίo (•ψ 'ί*, v)eCΓ(C7? 8) and ψ '(f, y)=l in a neighborhood of supp (ψ)) and it
follows from Proposition 1.1 that
, Dy) mod

\ Dy))oR0"(t,

t

w

On the other hand, (1— ^N(DtJ Dy)) is a continuous operator from ί/0>3o(jR ) to
HtQt1!o(Rn). Therefore, setting R0=R0'—R0"KQ', we have

-,j; /
where R is continuous from L2(Rtl) to HζQtίo(Rn). Hence, by Lemma 2.2 we
easily obtain (ii) of Lemma 3.1. The proof is complete.
4. An application to boundary value problems
Let Ω be a bounded open set in Rn(n^3) with a C°° boundary Γ, and consider
the boundary value problem (mentioned in Introduction):
(L(x, Dx)u = /

in Ω ,
on

dv βn

(4.1)

on Γ ,

where L(x, Dx) is an elliptic differential operator of fourth order on Π with C°°
coefficients, n is an inner (unit) normal vector of Γ and vλ, v2 are non-vanishing
real vector fields on Γ. Let the following assumptions (4.2)~(4.5) be satisfied:
Γ is separated into two connected components by a C°° submanifold Γ0, and
v^ v2 are tangent to Γ on Γ0 and transversal to Γ0. We write
v

i = Vtt + vin

(

ί=

= 1>

2

)

where vιn is the normal component (=<X, n)n) and vlt is the tangential component to Γ
(4.2)

the directions of vlt and v2t coincide in a neighborhood of Γ 0 ;

(4.3)

the sigh of <ϊ/(, riy (ί=l, 2) does not change near Γ0 and ζvt(x), n(x)y has
a zero of finite (even) order κt along the curves on Γ defined by the vector
field vtt (κt is constant on Γ0).

Furthermore, the following inequality holds near Γ 0 :

(4.4)

-, ny
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(The assumption (4.3) implies that z/f.(ι'=l, 2) belongs to the third class stated in
Egorov-Kondrat'ev [5] or the author [14].) Let ωί (x; ζ), ω2(x\ ζ) denote the
roots of the equation L0(#, ζ+ωri)=Q in ω with the positive imaginary part
where L0 is the principal part of L and ζ is any vector ( Φ 0) parallel to T
(4.5)

ωι(x] ζ) and ω 2 ( x ] ζ) are always purely imaginary in a neighborhood of Γ0.
On these assumptions we obtain

Theorem 4.1. Let the problem (4.1) be coercive outside Γ0 (i.e., the ShapiroLopatinskί condition (see [10], [11], etc.) is satisfied) and (4.2)~(4.5) hold. Then
we have for any s ^ 0

where £0=min (-1—, ~^
\Kl+l κ2
(ii) The operator u f-» (Lz*,
Hs(Ω)xHs+3/2(Γ)xHs+5/2(Γ).

and Bu= —
2

w) w of Fredholm type from Hs+3+?0(Ω) to

REMARK. Let L(x, Dx) be a strongly elliptic operator and replace L in (4.1)
with L+μ4 (μ is a parameter ( ^0)). Then (4.1) is uniquely solvable for large μ,
that is, for any (/, gly g2) e ίί5(Ω) X Hs+3/2(Γ) X Hs+5/2(T) the solution u e ίfs+3+εo(fl)
is found uniquely in H3(Ω) if μ is sufficiently large. This is obtained by
means of Remark 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let £P be the Poisson operator, that is, £P is a
continuous mapping from /f^5/2(Γ) (£=(0, 1)) to HS+4(Ω) satisying L(x, Z)^)^— 0
and D3)=I+KΓ (where Du=*(Dnu\Γ,u\Γ) and KΓ is continuous from JH"^5/2(Γ)
to H(flΊ/2(Γ)}.
The construction of £P is described in [10]. Set
T=B£>

(Bu - '(B&, B2u)} .

Then T is continuous from JΓ^5/2(Γ) to #^5/2(Γ) (β=(— 1, 0)). If we have for
T the estimate and the regularizer of the same type as for A in (3.1), we can
obtain the theorem. In fact, combining the inequalities

^
and

we have

which yields the estimate ( i ) of the theorem. There exists an operator RD continuous from H3(Ω) to HS+4(Ω) such that LRD=I-\-SD and DRD=Q where SD is
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a continuous operator from HS(Ω) to Hs+l(Ω). Using this RD and the regular izer
R of T, we set #(/, g)=g>R(g~BRDf)+RDf
for
(f,g)f=Hj(n)xHX&(Γ).
Then 5i is the (right) regularizer for the problem (4.1) (i.e., 9H is continuous
from Hs(Ω)χH(s*ls/2(Γ) to //5+3+2o(Ω), and /— (L3i9 BSK) is a compact oprator on
fίs(Ω) X jEΓίϊ5/2(Γ)), which proves (ii) of the theorem. Therefore it suffices to
examine T.
T is a matrix of pseudo-differential operators on Γ modulo a continuous
operator from /ίΓ^5/2(Γ) to /y^5/24v(Γ) (N' is an arbitrary positive constant),
whose (ί, /)-element is of order —si+tj (t=(t19 *2)^(0, 1), s=(sl, s2)=(—l, 0)).
The principal symbol T0 of Γ is expressed by the Lopatinski matrix of (4.1) on
Γ. These are explained in Kumano-go [10].
Now, setting M=Γ and Λ/0=Γ0, we shall show that T satisfies all the
assumptions for A in (3.1) by choosing appropriate local coordinates near Γ0.
Let z(x)— dis (x9 Γ) (x^Ω) (, which is a C°°-function when z is small enough).
From (4.2) and (4.3) we can take a set of local coordinates {(x\ s)}^lf.. jN covering Γ0 such that (i) {^}i=1

N is of the same type as {#'} stated in §3 and (ii) —
dv
' {'
j
(;=1, 2) is transformed by x = (t, y) (i=ly •••, N) to

where #y and i; are not equal to 0 near the origin. Representing T locally by
χt==
(t>y) (i— 1> •••, N\ its principal symbol A^(t,y\ r, 77) is of the following form

i t W2

i a2r

From this form and (4.5) it is seen that [A-I] and [A-II] (see §2) are satisfied.
Since
Kl

— ^ σ18_(α>ί -\-o)2 ) Iτ ^ 0 —Q λ

0

t*Wιd-(ύ)ι cojf) i - o

ia2

[A-III] also holds. Finally let us check [A-IV]. We have for 17' <ΞΞ S(= {| -η' \ -1})

9τ

0

(4.4) yields

for small t, which implies that /cl</c2 or κ1=κ2 &
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In the latter case, by (4.5) we see that [A-IV] is satisfied (/=! and

kl~fc1=fc2).
Let us consider the former case. Set kl=κlί k2=κ2'~ίCι (1=2).
Then kλ and k2 are positive even integers. Since

(where a^a&d^ωί + ω^l^, tf2
=6A9τ(ω+ω2 ) \ τ=0 and /^a^ωΓωJ | τ==0), the eigen-values λ1? λ2 of
are of the forms

where O(ί*) means that t~kO(tk) is smooth (in £, y and i7x).
we have

On the other hand,

Therefore,

lj

2

L!

2

+ O(ί*2+1) ^

Hence, by (4.5) we see that [A-IV] is satisfied. The proof is complete.
Appendix.

Proof of Proposition 2.1

Proposition 2.1 is derived from the following lemma:
Lemma A. Let A be a constant mf x mf-matrix whose eigen-values all have
non-vanishing imaginary parts, and let k be a constant positive integer.
(i) If either (k is even' or 'k is odd and every imaginary part of the eίgen-value
is positive*, we have the estimate

where the constant C can be taken uniformly in ηf when A'=A'(rf)
in Proposition 2.1).
(ii) // k is even, the operator

(A'(η') is stated
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is a topological isomorphism (ίΓί(JB1)={«;(ί)eίί1(JB1); tkw(t)GL2(R1)}).
Transforming A' to Jordan's normal form, we can prove this lemma in the
same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the author [14].
Proof of Proposition 2.1.
[16], Grusin [7].

The idea of the proof is referred to Visik-Grusin

By the change of the variable: t=\η\ -^ί**1)*', we have

II** I * I "WHS.*1 = hΓ'
||{A+^'(Λ)l^(^

V 7

I ?I /

\M'

Therefore, from ( i ) of Lemma A it follows that
\\Dtv(t, ri)\\lrfd η + \

ι

J!

which proves (i) of Proposition 2.1.
Let -ψ fa) (eC°°)=l for |?7| ^2 and ^(77)^0 for |^| ^1. By (ii) of Lemma
A the operator Dt-}-tkA'( -^— ) [17 1 has an inverse (λ, for any ^(Φθ).

\M/

We define

B?f(t, y) = %^y[Q^(n}f(t, rj}} ,
where f(t, η)= \e~iyΎlf(t,y)dy.

Then R'

satisfies the requirement of (ii) in

Proposition 2.1.
OSAKA UNIVERSITY
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